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Chicago Horse Races With W. Bayard Cutting Says He
Is Still Greatest Power
Attendant Betting Are
to Be Resumed
in Politics
7

TENNESSEE BOUBBONSCEEIIT DISCUSSES

Convention Is Giving Every Evi- Attempt Made on the Life of Rescue Parties Are Penetrating
dence That It Is Hurrying
Galleries But New Fire Beats
Ambassador Wilson Says
to the Finish.
Later Report.
Them Back.

MT

ELECTION

Threaten That Fusion Governor Says a Thinking Public Demand
Will Never Take His
That Pledges Be

Seat

Fulfilled.

The Constitutional Convention this
San Antonio, Texas, November 10.
Delagua. Colo., Nov. 10. Nine more
Denver, Nov. 10. Four women still
Declaring that Tuesday's election in
forenoon adopted the above articles
Advices received here from Laredo charred and mangled bodies were
teenth General
As - New York was a Wall street
L,
.
slap at
in the constitution, the very import- state that rioters in Mexico City to- found in mine number 3 of the Victor
u. vwumuu ay uie resun or Roosevelt to
repay him for the disturb
ant one on water rights and the more day had
elections.
Tuesday's
Al
are:
They
attempted the life of Am- American Fuel Company today, bringma Lafferty, Louise TJ. Jones and ances he created on the market by
formal one on public bulidings. The
the list of the dead as the result
bassador Wilson.
ing
Louise M. Kerwin all from Denver dis- his policy of curbing corporate greed,
Republican majority worked together
More Trouble Feared.
of Tuesday's explosion up to sixty-fou' harmoniously and as both reports
tricts and Agnes L. Phillips, represen- William Bayard Cutting, New York's
San Antonio, Nov. 10. The report
tative from Adams, Arapahoe and El- noted financier and lawyer
It is now thought that the list
had been made unanimously from came fromtoday dea source
relibert counties, i The latter is Republi- clared that Theodore
committee
there was not much able. The attack was considered
or eighty. The
may reach seventy-fiv- e
Roosevelt still
the
culmination
can, the others Democrats.
ground for the minority to oppose of an
stands the greatest power in Ameridemonstration long line of bodies in the temporary
Gamblers Rejoice Over Democrats
them. Both were condensed consi- which
Restwo
last
fast
this
morgue
in
can politics.
which
grew
began
night
morning.
Victory.
derably and the convention has got- Mexican students and a Mexican on- cue parties, penetradng the chambers
Mr. Cutting was interviewed on poten down to the correct idea of eli- looker were killed by the police in of the fourth north
Chicago, Nov. 10. The possibility
where the
entry
litical
matters at the home of his
of
revival
of
horse
afterChiThis
on
the
legislation.
the attempt to preserve order. Fur explosion occurred, found a tangled
racing
minating
track's comes as one result of the son Bronson Cutting on Buena Vista
noon the convention Is working on ther bitter feeling was aroused as mass of charred
cago
and disfigured bodies
where he is spending the
the important article on taxation. It the result of these fatalities and more a mile from the entrance. The
overwhelming Democratic victory in Heights
body
Cook County. Turf owners have been week, accompanied by Mrs. Cutting
was also Intimated that evening ses- trouble Is expected with the break of of
and their daughter, Mrs. George Cabot
Llewellyn Evans, pit boss, was
sions would be held so as to get diy. On account of rigorous censor
waiting for this change in administra- Ward.
out early this morning. Fifty
brought
tion and though they admit no posithrough with the convention's work ship the reports reaching here are bodies have been brought out so far.
Associate of the kings of finance,
tive assurances have been made, they
meagre.
by the end of next week.
broke out near the original point
Fire
a
power in the social, and political, as
More
are
over
Two
Than
Hundred Arrests.
the situation. It is wen
hopeful
Irrigation and Water Rights.
of explosion shortly after midnight
as Dusinoss world, Mr. Cutting's
Section 1. All existing rights to the
Mexico, Nov. 10. There are fur and
the plan of the track owners to try
the rescue parties abandoned the
estimate of Roosevelt at this time is
riot work of
use of any waters in this state for any ther outbreaks of
the
of
at
system
parimutual
betting
of intense interest for If it reflects
removing the bodies to check
useful or beneficial purposes are here- ing In Mexico. The authorities have
first, and If there is no objection to that of other
the flames. Arrangements were made
leading men of the counmeasures
taken
confirmed.
for
the
maintenance
and
by recognized
this, then open bookmaking may be try Mr. Roosevelt
this morning to attack from the inmay be looked upon
Sec. 2. The unappropriated waters of order and Felix Diaz, chief of poon. Harlem, Hawthorne to
tried
later
accomplish great things In the fuof every natural stream, perrennial or lice, announced this morning that he side the great fall of rock under
and Worth tracks could be put in ture as he has done
in the past.
torrential, within the State of New would . proceed against further disor-de-r which Superintendent William Lewis
shape for racing within a few days.
"Roosevelt's
of
and
mine
foreman
the
every
A
with
217
nearly
to
of
said Mr. Cuttotal
declared
greatness"
vigor.
is
belong
per
Mexico,
hereby
Will Unseat Fusion Governor.
ting "cannot be measured by a defeat
to the public and subject to appropria- sons in the jail Is the result of yes are supposed to be buried.
10.
Nov.
Returns
Nashville, Tenn.,
of a candidate that he has namea nor
State Mine Inspector Jones and J.
tion for beneficial use. Priority of terday's disturbance. A committee
from ninety of ninety six counties in- can
it be estimated by the displeasappropriation shall give the better of resident Americans called on Am C. Roberts of the government mine
dicate that the fusion Democrats and ure he has
bassador Wilson this morning to Rescue Car entered the mine this
incurred in Wall street In
right
will
49
members
have
Republicans
my opinion he stands as our greatest
Sec. 3. Beneficial use shall be the congratulate him upon the stand he morning to make a thorough inspecof the lower house of the legislature
president since Lincoln; as the man
basis, the measure and the limit of adopted when the American flag was tion and determine if possible the
against 41 for the regular Democrats. who accomplished at least two great
insulted.
cause of the explosion. The resthe right to the use" of water.
The Democrats appear to have the objects of
Insulted the Flag.
Sec. 4. The legislature is authorizcuers now have been through most
lasting importance. I refer
senate by a small majority. They to his awakening of the public mind
ed to provide for, under proper reguWashington, Nov. 10. Official dis of the main workings and are now
Goverassert that Hooper, the fusionist
to the necessity of conservation for
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEEMAN SOLOMON LUNA,
lations, drainage districts and sys- patches giving details of the
searching the cross galleries.
nor-elect,
will never be seated.
the sake of future generations and his
demonstration yesterday in
tems, which may be organized and opMexico City reached the state departerated as provided by law.
arousing the nation to the need of corment today from U. S. Ambassador
With Iron hand In velvet glove. Del lican party In New Mexico in many
Public Buildings and Institutions.
porate control.
"There can be no question that the
Section 1. Each of the charitable, Wilson and Arnold Franklin, consul
egate Solomon Luna yesterday after campaigns and it hasn't hurt the purse
credit for these two great measures is
Mr. Wilson confirmed
the
he has been for years the
penal and reformatory institutions of general.
'any,
either;
of
the
consideration
the
noon,
during
due to Mr. Roosevjlt whose untiring
the State of New Mexico shall be un- press reports that he had protested
report of the Committee on Judiciary, .'county treasurer for Valencia county,
board to the Mexican department of foreign
der the control of a
activity to secure these two much deheld the reins and in consequence, :and. the Republican majorities from
sired results is current history."
o directors, the members of which relations against, the insults offered
IN
thirty important sections were dispos- .that county which have come in so
shall be appointed by the governor for Americans and said the riot grew out
"Thundering Down the Centuries."
ed of satisfactorily, without wrang handy at every general election are
Asked what he considered the secret
a term of four years, and confirmed of the lynching of a Mexican, Antonio
none the less because of his
growing
a
in
without
three
ling,
hours,
hitch,
of Mr. Roosevelt's hold on the Ameri
by the Senate. The powers fnd du- Rodriguez at Rock Springs, Texas, on Incorporation - Papers Filed or one section "each" teif minutes. He popularity and his uprightness. Of
Later Reports Make Election can people when he was President'
ties ,of said boards of directors shall November 3. Mr. Franklin said the
was the soul of courtesy to the op- course, he has held many other offices
riotous students who paraded the Today for Institution With
Mr. Cutting replied unhesitatingly
be prescribed by law.
and
honors
and
he
has
refused
Returns More Favorable
many
position, he permitted it to have all
"His genuineness." Then he added:
The convention was called to order streets cried u'TJeath to the Ameri
even more than more than he has held, for he is of
the
it
and
wanted
$15,000
say
Capital
to Republicans
"Mr. Bryan preached many doctrines
at 10:35 o'clock by President Charles cans," and threatened the consulate
the majority was at times willing to retiring disposition, it is not his wish
A. Spiess. Rev. Julius A. Hartman led general. He also told how three stud
but Mr. Roosevelt did more he exeto
b'Mn
he
the
rathwould
dilimelight,
firmness
and
his
and
grant it,
yet
ents had pulled the American flag
cuted. Some men are giants as dreamin prayer.
er
lieve
to
unbeknown
results
those
ai
secured
VIOLATORS
MEINOUR CUE
plomacy
ample deliberation
B. P. Pankey created a stir by pre- from a business house and had tram
arouid him and he is therefore the WESTERN STATES STAUNCH ers but dwarfs in execution; Roosevelt
of
time.
waste
without
it
Perhaps,
may have dreamt dreams but he carsenting resolution No. 25, that all pled it under foot. The department
was merely an illustration of the qual- mor beloved and the more esteemed
caucus meetings be open in the future Is awaiting further advices from Mr.
ried out a program for practical proThat he is progressive and not reachave
so
him
successities
made
that
Governor
Mills
DeleAppoints
Wilson before taking action.
to all delegates.
gress that will send his name thunMontana,
has
been
Nevada,
demonstrated
ful
in
Wyoming,
tionary
In
in
business,
politics,
An amusing discussion arose In
down the centuries, whether
gates to Water Ways
dering
more
once
than
the
in everything he has under
during
California, Washington, Wyo- one of bis
which the election returns of Tuesday water rights but by throwing the bur
candidates for a governorConvention.
A smile from him goes further present
in which he
convention
taken.
in
ming Right Column.
and J. W. Childers' coon trap played den of proof on the person appropri
ship was defeated or not."
one
most
of
influenis
a
the
than
word
threat
from
of
a
others;
the leading part. The motion of A. ating water a great hardship would
Discusses Other Results.
The National Rivers and Harbors. his has more weight than an oration tial delegates and only day before yesA. Sedillo that the resolution be laid be worked on poor people who pos
In speaking of the
The
latest
Demoand
are
fareports
some
one
from
turn
else.
he
to
in
the
tide
they
Born
the terday
helped
Congress will hold its seventh annual
sess rights prior to some wealthy
on the table was carried.
show that the Republicans will cratic landslide of Tuesday Mr. Cutvor
of
women
a
is
he
the
of
staunch
final,
defender
manor,
Deupon
bestowing
in
on
D.
meeting
Washington,
C,
the
On motion of A. A. Sedillo
his
and this commonwealth right to vote at school elections and have a majority of twelve in the Uni- ting said: "It does seem a rebuke to
convention went Into committee of The Hudspeth amendment was re- cember 7, 8, and 9th. Governor Mills who people
the Republican party in the state of
him repeatedly, and to hold school office.
honored
have
delethe
as
today appointed
following
ted States Senate and have won some Massachrusetts where I
the whole to consider the report of jected.
presume the
he
He
with
of
whom
whose
Mrs.
man
is
activthe
too,
s
Luna,
F. W.s Clancy, Albuquerque;
only
perhaps
A. A. Sedillo moved to add to Sec- gates:
the Committee on Irrigation.
victories in the far west- tariff measure was found wanting. In
O. Bursum, Socorro; O. N. Marron, it can be said that he can have any- ity in the field of charity, civic right- unexpected
H.
2
tion
the
words:
amid
of
approVenceslao Jaramillo
applause,
Ohio the personal popularity of a man
"Priority
that it is within the power of eousness are far less known than her ern states.
'
was called to the chair.
priation shall give the better right." Albuquerque; W. Fleming Jones, Las thing
of Harmon's size and the foolish
his
in
to
The
bestow.
and
the
to
live
nineteen
A.
party
prominence
B.
ought
society,
Territory
Senators
Santa
Republican
Cruces;
Renehan,
Fe;
Charles Springer and H. M. DoughThe report was unanimous and was
action of Coxe may explain the
At
he Is and for years he has in Santa Fe instead of at Albuquer- considered assured are found Califorreceived without dissent. It has only erty favored this amendment which John W. Pace, Clayton; Ira M. Bond, beenpresent
Democratic victory; in New Jersey
comand
Los
the
national
for
Fe
Santa
que
Republican
Lunas,
affirms the cardinal principle of the ir Albuquerque.
six sections.
Delaware,
Iowa, the contest is always doubtful and
mitteeman from New Mexico; he has would appreciate them at their full nia, Connecticut,
Territorial Fnnde.
Section 1 was adopted unanimously rigation laws of New Mexico as
Massachusetts, Minesota, Michigan, such timber as Woodrow Wilson was
held
of
worth.
the
the
purse
Repub
strings
M.
Otero
A.
Territorial
Treasurer
ownagainst the doctrine of riparian
without change.
Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota (2) too powerful for his adversary. In
Malaquias Martinez moved to amend ership. The amendment was adopted today received $48.80 for the stream
other places of. Democratic
victory
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Utah, where
gauging fund; $735.80 for stream
Section 2 by adding "in acordancej unanimously.
Republican success has formerVermont, Washington, Wisconsin and ly been, one can
with the laws of the state." G. A.i T. B. Catron moved to amend Sec measurement; $553.08 from R. Q. Pal
easily see a lesson
v.EN
Wyoming..
ARIZONA
Richardson seconded the amendment j tion 2 by adding: "Except as such mer of Union county; $410.10 from
and that lesson Is the wave of insurgThe
fifteen
on
Democratic senators ency. People disgusted with the
parts of streams
It was adopted.
private property Alejandro Sandoval of Sandoval counhigh
considered assured are from Califor- A. H. Hudspeth offered an amend- as have their source on such proper- ty; and $300.10 from Celso Lopez of
prices or something else, craved a
j
ment to prohibit the diversion of the ty." He said it would protect people Santa Fe county.
Indiana,
Louisiana,
Maine,
Maryland,
change just as a sick man, making
FOR PANAMA
CRATS
waters of any public stream Into an- who have springs on small tracts of
Missouri, Mississippi,
New Jersey, no improvement, yearns for a new
More Indian Depredations.
to
New
the
lands.
impairother stream system
York, Ohio, Tennessee, Texas physician.
Game Warden Thomas P. Gable was
ment of any valid right on the first C. R. Brlce said that this would in- recalled to Socorro today by a report
Virginia and West Virginia.
"Some people think that a change
stream system, and that the burden clude In the constitution council Bill that more Indian game violators had He Leaves Charleston, South Half a Dozen 'of Them This
Complete returns on the elections in political climate will bring about
of proof should be on the party so No. 110 rejected by the last legisla- been arrested near
of representatives to Congress indi- desired Improvements
and after all
Magdalena. and
Carolina on Cruiser
Forenoon Refused to
ture. He said that this is for the also near
cate that the Democrats will have a human nature craves variety.
diverting such waters.
Laguna.
A. A. Sedillo offered an amendment benefit of large land grant owners and
Montana
Enter Caucus
working majority of 23 In the next
The Moral.
,
Incorporation papers were' filed to
to the detriment of water users beIn similar strain.
House. The number of Democrats
"Certain it is, however, that Tues- Sec
of
office
in
Territorial
the
day
Charles Springer moved to lay the low those grants.
elected to Congress, according to the day's election points this moral to the
Nathan Jaffa by the Citizens'
Malaquias Martinez took the same retary
Hudspeth .amendment on the table. He
latest returns is 118. The Republican Republican party. The public today
ARRIVE
SUNDAY!
WILL
IN
COLON
CLAUSE
CAUSES
RECALL
SPLIT
of
State
Bank
The
Tularosa.
capital
said that the. territorial laws of 1907 view and said that Mr. Catron Is carein this country is a thinking public
representation will be 172.
stock is $15,000 divided into 150 shaprovided an excellent system of Irri- ful of the rights of the poor people but
Clark and Mondell
and party performance is preferable
res.
The
directors
and
afincorporators
still more careful of his own. He
gation law and which were passed
Nov. 10. The majority to pary platform, pledge or emblem."
are: G. C. Otis and Isaac Otis, 70 On Return He Will Stop Over Judiciary Committee
Reports of Cheyenne,
ter consultation with the reclamation moved to reject the amendment
former Republican United States
In
the outlook lor 1912
5 shares,
Several Hours in Richmond,
C. J. Roberts said that in Colfax shares each, Ella B. Otis,
service and opposed the writing into
Against Juvenile Courts and Senator Carey for governor of Wyom- it was..Jscussing
evident that Mr. Cutting felt
a
the constitution of legislation to gov- county, the Maxwell Land Grant Com- of Tularosa, Otero county, and
Senatorial Qualification.
ing, is 5,201 over Mullen, his Republi- that Mr. Roosevelt is still a mighty
Virginia.
NeE. Stoner, of Clearwater,
ern the methods of distribution of pany are the owners and managers of
can opponent Carey ran as a Demo- factor In politics and that those who
a
land
waters.
grant on which many streams braska.
crat. The legislature stands 48 Re- talked of a 'Back from Elba moveS. C, Nov. 10. Presi
10.
The
Nov.
JudiPhoenix,
Charleston,
Ariz.,
'
C. R. Brlce too Insisted that the rise but they do not ask or insist on
Assistant
Territorial
Engineer
and 35 Democrats. This in- ment' in June and now feel that a
publicans
committee
of
constitutional
the
ciary
dent
Taft sailed today for Panama on
constitution should not Interfere with such an amendment. This amendment Charles D. Miller today started on a
sures the
of Senator Clark. Waterloo has been handed out to the
convention
today reported adversely Mondell for
the distribution of waters as it exists would work a greater hardship on several weeks Inspection trip of irri- the armored cruiser Tennessee with
Congress carries the state Colonel, have a colossal surprise in
at present. He however declared in poor water users than anything this gation systems in Colfax. Mora and the cruiser Montana as a convoy. the following: The Juvenile court by 5,201.
store for them, provided Teddy conbill, the Feeney bill giving the right
convention could do and the conven- Union counties.
favor of striking out Section 3.
Montana Legislature Republican.
Both cruisers have a speed of 22 to organize to strike, picket and boytinues to draw breath.
G. A. Richardson in defending the tion and the people will never con
Fined $500.
Helena, Mont, Nov. 10. Late reWho He Is.
a
bill
five
and
a
knots
Cowill
the
make
cott,
and
to
year
requiring
trip
report, said that the Hudspeth amend- sent to it.
turns indicate Montana's legislature
R. G. Paisano, the Indian arrested
Hon, William Bayard Cutting was
Charles A. Spiess pointed out that recently for violating the game laws lon in lour ; days. t Mr. ; Taft expects residence as qualification for U. S. will be Republican on
ment covers a principle already well
joint ballot. If born in New York January 12, 1S50,
senators. All these will come up in
the supreme court of New Mexico in by
settled by the courts. :'
game in excess of the to be on the isthmus four days and is committee of the whole tomorrow. The so, Senator Carter probably will be and is the son ol Fulton and Justine
killing
decision
a
recent
down
A. H. Harllee maintained that the
had laid
the amount allowed, was fined $500. Half due back in Charleston on November
his own successor.
Bayard Cutting. He Is a brother ol
galleries were packed today in antiuse and the doctrine that the water of springs on of the fine went to J. K. Platero, the 22.
question of beneficial
Utah Strongly Republican.
Fulton C. Cutting, also a distinguisha
a
over
on
vote
of
He
few
in
recall
the
hours
propowill,
stop
cipation
measure and the limit of the right to private lands cannot be appropriated deputy game warden who made the
Salt
Lake City, Nov. 10. Reports ed financier. Mr. Cutting was gradu
Richmond on November 23. The Pres sition. A caucus of Democrats was received
'
the use of water should be left to the by outsiders. '
'
from every county in the ated A B from Columbia University,
arrest.
ident expects to make a number of held after convening in which hall a state
v
"
T. B. Catron said that as far as he
legislature.
Game Warden Gable is in Socorro
give Howell, Republican lor in 1869, and LL.B. in 1871 and A. M.
to
dozen
Democrats
refused
take
part.
recommendations
canal
the
A. H. Hudspeth admitted that his knows he owns no tract of land that with
regarding
Congress 49,336; Erickson, Democrat in 1872. He was admitted to the bar
Deputy Game Warden R. W.
amendment is legislation but insisted has a spring or the head of a stream Lewis to bring six more Indians to at the coming short session of Con31,308, a plurality for Jowell of
in 1877 and has since been engaged
AUTOMOBILE RACE
that it is good legislation ana of on it. As the section stands without the bar of justice for violating the gress.
Legislature:
In the practice ol his profession. He
DEMANDS ANOTHER LIFE. cans, 15; Democrats Senate, Republi
great importance to people who have his amendment every sheep herdei game laws. Fred Fischer of Albuquer-u- e Disappointed as is the President at
2; House, Repub has been prominent in the social and'
Savannah, Race Course, Nov. 10.
rights oh small streams in New Mex- and every cattle owner will be liable
and Deputy Game Warden J. K. the loss of the House ol Representalicans, 38; Democrats 7.
political life ol the metropolis, and is
ArW.
automobile
H.
ico. He said it is difficult, for the to have the water on any land he Platero have
racing
Sharp's
to Laguna to bring tives to the Democrats, his political
Beveridge Has No Chance.
gone
senior warden of the Episcopal church
No.
1
on
row
over
curve
him
turned
owns
water
the
from
from a spring in the
user of
taken
under the pre in ten more Indians, charged with vio- advisors are pinning their hopes to
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 10 Senator of the Messiah.
on
avenue
Mechanilower part of the valley to show that text that it is the source of a stream.
today.
the
Ferguson
fact
a
that
three
months'
session
term
laws.
the game
,
Mr.
Beveridge's hopes for another
is a trustee of the U. S.
The Catron amendment was reject lating
of the present Republican majority in cian Albert Fuchs was killed. Sharp at Washington went glimmering last Trust Cutting
the diversion ofthe head of the stream
Company; director ol the AmerFIFTY MILLION DOLLAR
affects adversely his water supply and ed.
both branches of congress is about to was badly injured.
night when returns showed conclu- ican Exchange National bank; a diLOAN TO CHINA. begin.
therefore the burden of prooi snould W. E. Lindsey moved an amend
It is known that into that
sively that the Democrats had elected rector ol the Southern Pacific Comwat10.
ment
water.
TO
to
TERRITORIES
NEXT'
the
FLORIDA
Nov.
be on the person diverting
London,
protect Jhe underground
English, German brief period, the administration inthe majority of the Indiana assembly.
Norfolk and Southern Railway
8H0WS BIGGEST INCREASE. According to the latest figures the pany;
Malaquias Martinez In Spanish, ers upon the plea that the convention and French banks will participate in tends to crowd as much of its legisla
Union
Company; of the Commercial
made a brilliant defense of New Mex- snould establish the law of appropria- a loan of fifty million dollars which tive program as there seems to be the
Washington, November 10. The po- Democrats will have a majority on Assurance Company, Ltd., ol London;
Sena tion as to these as well as Jit has as an American syndicate will make to remotest chance ol enactment ico's irrigation laws. Jose
of
Is
Alabama
2,138,093.
pulation
Joint ballot ol thirty-twol the Commercial Union Fire InsurChina. An agreement to this effect
Much of the proposed legislation This is an Increase of 309,396 or 16.9
agreed with him and appealed to the to natural streams.
John W. Kern has been Indorsed by ance Company; ol the City and Su
on
Secto
out
James
E.
was
write
Hall pointed
convention not
that
signed today. The agreement which will be urged on Congress in the per cent over 190u. Florida has a the Democrats and in all probability burban Homes
legislation
Company ol the Tropi- of the President's forthcoming message will population of 751,139, an increase of
provides for the
irrigation into the constitution. The
(Continued on Page Eight.)
poor, people must be protected in their
he ol a progressive character.
signatures in future loanB to China.
Continued on Page Eight.
222,459 or 42.1 per cent over 1900.
(Continned on Page Five.)
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As the result of an illness of
several months, Mrs. Filomena de
Weirick, wife of Richard W. Weirick,
died at Las Vegas. Mrs. Weirick was
45 years old.
Her death was due to
age.

THE

JUST RECEIVED
FROM COLORADO
THSE ARE THE FINEST POTATOES ON THE
MARKET FREE FROM FRCST AND GOOD
KEEPERS.

have a fresh; stock of Solita re Candies in

Excellent

next week.

Cheap in Price.

Quality.

ROID

UP.

j

POOR GIRLS AND RICH LOVERS.
(By Laura Jean Libbey.)
If love were something that only the
rich could buy,
The rich would live, and the poor
would die.
Love is the one grand treasure wealth

TWO CARLOADS OF SELECTED POTATOES

feiill

DAILY

It

THURSDAY,

BABY ONE YEAR OLD

Established 1856.

GOT ECZEMA

dropsy.
Replevin Against Mesa Farmer
"Because he took a sewing machine
and other property when he departed
Got eczema on hands, face,
Saturday morning on what he said
nose
and mouth Hard crust
was a hunting trip, the neighbors of
A. L. Reed, a mesa farmer, believe he
formed, cracked and blood
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the motion to make the term of supreme
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receive you. Bring Fall or Charles S.
the state for
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Three Rivers, N. M.
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N. M.
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ber you are not yet confirmed.
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MANY AMERICAN MOTHERS.
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amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of ny Military School In the Union. Located
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feet above sea level, snnshlne everv day, but
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Eleven OfGcers.and instructors, all graduates from stardard
eastern colleges. Tea
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can be moved one unit al a time by one
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practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
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Ruhard of French, Colfax county,
is here on business.
Anthony Bonnet, a sightseer from
Chicago, is at the Palace.
Mrs. Woods and Miss Woods are
visitors here from Denver.
Rafael Granito of Cerrlllos, is
among today's visitors in town.
M. O'Neill, the well known
mining
man of Cerrlllos, is at the Claire.
B. S. Phillips, the lumber man of
the Ramon Vigil grant, is in the city.
C. C. Davidson, delegate from
Quay county, is at the Pal
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others.
He has been a trustee of Columbia
University since 1880, is a director of
the New York Botanical Garden, and
a member of the American Museum
of Natural History. He is a member
of many clubs, Including the Century
union and Metropolitan of New York
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Three store rooms on San Francisco Street.
Just completed; excellent location.

XUA-i-

City.
Mr. Cutting served as civil service
commissioner from 1806 to 1897 and
assisted much in putting the civil ser&T"
"nr '
vice on the high plane it now Is.
United Stntes Oort nment-n- d
-A Desirable Citizen.
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Pedro D. Vaca, D, D. Archuleta, and manner of the most
I.i. y are tr ai..,l with a sec ret solution
polished Euroadds to their weather rosisliutr qualities. which great
P. G. Garcia, are visitors hero from pean
aristocrat; strikingly handsome
liie Studebaker scope shoulder snokes ona of rh.
'
Y?Espanola.
Wvears. and
in appearance and radiating a.
s
greatest imoroveinemi
quires
,,!.. t - .. l.,,.,
i c cost to
Former Governor and Mrs. ThornJOII
IS 6 a vrar at !,,..
icna,
carrv the l.irii-i
mn,.n ,.t
humor that softens his dignity
lino ins '
Which is the
ton will leave Wednesday for Old of
I
huh.
aie
hey
cheaper?
Urvnnt wher other spokes
Mr. Cutting is a type of
bearing,
are weakest
Mexico.
the citizen that may well be termed
The Studehiiker patented round-ede... ,.x.
.
TllPff lc nn A,...Ut
uue oi me Doosters oi desirable. His wife, Mrs
tires are
uui cM ut. That's why
Cutting
thee ni.ff.r
Mountainair, Torrance county, Is In who before her marriage was Miss
And soon point by point feature
the Capital
Olivia Murray, comes of distinguished
oj
nlnl'i? the ma,,eriiil 'at goes into the- mm arm to tlia
"""""K '
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh F. DuVal and ancestry, and is a charmine memher
i""-""
and long life of lite itudebaker Is
iney are made.
baby have gone to Bisbee, Arizona, to of the best society the metropolis can
Do you wonder that it lasts?
spend the winter.
boast. The interest she has shown in
W""k'r ""U " is li,e waKn w"n "'PUUtiori
C. O. Hyer and D. H. Hver of Hver. charitable work as weh as
behind i,T'
in the
southern Santa Fe county, was an ar-- j duties incumbent on a society leader.
You cannot afford to hue a -when
ue uesi tor so little. cheap' wagon,
rival last evening.
have won her the esteem of the men
It 13 poor economy la be
constantly payinir
Attorney Julius Staab of Albuquer- and the love of the women who know
money for repair hills.
que is visiting his father. A Staab her.
Get a Stud. b.ik.-- and save
money.
on east Palace avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Cutting, accompanied
Come in and let's talk it over
Miss True came up yesterday from by their daughter, Mrs. George Cabot
her Pajarito ranch In the Esnanola Ward, wife of the former actinir env- ernor of Porto Rico, will leave Santa
valley and Is at the Palace.
Ralph Mills Albright of San Luis, Fe for New York City Sunday night.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Colorado, Is at the Sanitarinm recu- Mr. and Mrs. Cutting came here to
spend a week with their son, Bron-soperating from a recent illness.
Bias, Duran, of Duran, Torrance
Cutting, who is 111 at his home on
county, was an arrival on last even- Buena Vista Heights. They expect to
&
return here agali soon to pay another
ing's New Mexico Central train.
.
to
the Ancient City, which they
Jose Araeon. father-in-lawof Dele visit
gate Frank Romero, is here from have jfound has acquired charm with
age.
Magdalena to spend a few days.
B. L. Starr, of the forestry service
is at the Claire. He has recently re- JOHN DWIGHT WHIP OF
turned from atrip to Tucson, Ariz.
G. O. P. REELECTED.
Attorney summers Burkhart of Al
buquerque, secretary of the Democrat- Congressman From 30th District of
ic central committee of New Mexico,
New York and Friend of New
SISTER MARY VIRGINIA
Is In town.
Mexico Gets 3700 Majority.
DIES AT SANITARIUM
Paul Teutsch. the
aeent
dell-clou-
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WATSON & COMPANY
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Real Estate

Insurance
Santa Fe, New Mexico

19 San Francisca St.

Surety Bonds
Phone. Red Bo. 189

Santa Fe Hdwe. & Supply Co.

PATTERNS IR LINOLEUMS
DAVENPORTS, PLUSH AND
LEATHER
LINE OF PRINCESS DRESSERS
WOOL FIBER RUGS

lew

See Us Before Buying

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"

--

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

REMOVAL NOTICE
ABOUT NOV. 10th, we will move into the
room vacated by the Claire Cafe. We will
have a large and varied assortment of
Curios

-

-

Blankets

-

Baskets

-

Wholesale Retail
Dealers in

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

steamshln
and prominent Mason of Albuquer
que, was In the city yesterday and registered at the Palace hotel. He is
boosting for the Shriners.
Attorney and Mrs. Isaac Barth and
baby of Albuquerque were guests of
Leo Hersch on Washington Avenue
during the Masonic reunion. Mr.
Barth was one of the most eloquent
orators at the Masonic banquet on
Tuesday - evening and made many
friends during his brief stay here,
'A cut glass set was Dresented to
Ashley T. Reld, formerly a cliff dwell
er at the Y. M. C. A., but who has re
cently joined the Benedicts, by the
Sole Survivors' Association of the
Cliff Dwellers.
Mr. Reid formerly
roomed at the association building. He
is a
mall carrier at the
postofflce." El Paso Herald. Mr. Reid
was formerly a Santa Fe letter
well-know- n
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FATHER HALTERMAN BLESSES
NAMBE'S NEW CHURCH.
Beautiful
Witnessed by
Ceremony
Nearly a Thousand People. Church

Seats

800.

e
Ithaca, New York, NovTlO.
John W. Dwight of the
thirtieth district of New York, and
whip of the Republican party, has
been returned to Congress bv a main
ity of 3,700. Although this Is a falling
off of 6,000 votes of Dwight's
major
ity two years ago. it is considered bv
the Republicans a very substantial vie
tory in the face of the Democratic
tidal wave which swept the Empire
State.
Air. Dwight is a great friend of New
Mexico and rendered valuable assistance in getting the house to pass the
enabling act
Mr. Dwight was born in Dryden,
N. Y. in 1859 and is the son of Congressman Jeremiah W. Dwight He
was educated at New Haven Conn.
His wife before his marriage was
Miss Emma Childs of a prominent
Roman Catholic family of Los Angeles. Mr. Dwight was elected to
the 57th Congress to. fill a vacancy
and reelected to the 58th and 61st
Congresses from the 30th congressional district. His work as Republican whip made him a prominent
figure in Washington and his influence was felt throughout the land.
He is a close friend of President
Taft and conducted Mr. Taft's tour
through Northern New York during
the last presidential campaign tour.
Repre-sentatiev-

The new Catholic church 'at Nambe
was blessed Tuesday and the ceremony was witnessed by nearly one
thousand people. The Rev. Father
Halterman of Santa Cruz officiated
and a large audience witnessed the
ceremony.
BARTENDER

The chapel is a large structure,
built of adobe, and has a seating capacity of 700 to $00. It was built by
the people of Nambe.
The ceremony began at 10 a. m with
the blessing of the bell. Then the
altar was blessed and the ornaments
thereon, including the cross. The
church was finally blessfed after
which solemn mass was celebrated.
Father Halterman has been in New
Mexico many years and has a host of
friends in this city. He received a
brilliant education in Europe and is
a fine linguist and an eloquent

SUES
CHURCH FOR $11,700.

Sister Mary Virginia died at 5
o'clock this morning at St. Vincent's
Sanitarium. She came here from
Denver last July with the hope of improving in health but while she in- proved for a time, the disease had
progressed too far to allow a cure.
Sister Mary Virginia spent fifteen
years In active life in the community
of the Sisters and waB beloved for the
beauty of her character.
The funeral will be held tomorrow
from the Cathedral.
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Fell Into a Pit Between Parsonage
and Sacred Edifice and Breaks
Denver,

have not

kirschbaum all wool policy garments) we believe the best to be had
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HERE IS THE PLACE
When a bartender feels impelled to attend religious
TO GET
revival meetings, it is discouraging,
to say the least, to have his arrival
at church marked by a fall into a Dlt
Everthing Jyou Need
with a fractured leg as a result. Such
is the general tenor of a complaint
PORE and FRESH
filed in the district court by George
who
serves drinks, against
Sausser,
the Central Presbyterian church.
Sausser asks $11,700 damages, alleg
ing negligence on the part of the
1910
church officials for failure to nlace
safeguards around the pit, which is;
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROOF THAT
COOK IS A FAKIR. situated between the church and the
CITRON & PEELS
parsonage. Sausser was injured a
' THE PRESCRIPTION CLERK
when "Billy" Sunday
; Pictures Show
RAISINS & CURRANTS
That He Climbed Peak year ago
conducting revival meetings.
NUTS all kinds
must know his business thoroughly
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You are sure to make a blunder of
IMPORTED FIQS
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when putting up a prescription.
THINGS ABOUT DOCTORS WHICH
it and maybe spoil something. Besides
PURE SPICES
OTHERS OUGHT TO KNOW.
New York. Nov. 10. Professor Her
you will lose more time than you can
A COMPETENT
PHARMACIST
schel
Parker of Columbia University Dr. J. N. McCormack
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The ingredients are full strength, tographs taken near an Alaskan mounthe job will be done easily, quickly,
Night
tain which he claims are indisputable
GRAPE
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thoroughly and economically. Besides, fresh, and of the best standard evidence that Dr. Frederick Cook nevCALIFORNIA
GRAPES,
APPLES,
Dr. J. N. McCormack, the distinit will be seen by your friends that makes. In case of sickness you make er reached the top of the highest peak
PEARS, FINE NATIVE CELERY,
it was done by a professional and not no mistake in having your prescrip- in America. Professor Parker states guished lecturer, will arrive tomorhe found the mountain peak which row noon to deliver an Important lecan amateur, is not that worth some- tions put up by ui.
HEAD
NATIVE
CAULIFLOWER,
Dr. Cook photographed and called ture at 7:30 p. m. in this city. The
thing.
LETTUCE, SPINACH, CALIFORNIA
Mount McKlnley and showed the pho lecture is unedr the ausnices of the
YOUNG
TOMATOES,
ONIONS,
tographs- - of It taken by his party Santa Fe Medical Society and will be
CAPITAL
showing the identical outlines of rock on things about doctors which docRADISHES, JERSEY AND NATIVE
formation. This mountain he said tors and other people ought to know.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
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Don't Do It Yourself.

THE STORE OF QUALITY.

Came Here From Denver and Labored for Fifteen Years as a Sweet
Sister of Charity.

$10,00

TO

20.00

SUIT.

FORM FITTING, SHAPE RETAINING AND
THE LINING WILL PLEASE.

Nov. 10.

THE FINISH WILL PLEASE. THE FIT AND
STYLE WILL DELIGHT YOU.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

STOCK

i

;

The UOowmg Me suggested to the thirsty as sometfciBg
eool and inviting
CMCUER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW.
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

.

Julius Muralter, tailor.
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Santa Fe Water
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filtered water.
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HENRY KRICK, Proprietor

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS. ;

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyMsj
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wynndottes. OUckens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis trerms nor Ptomaine poisonlnK.
A FEW FAX HENS FOR EATING.
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smokeless and odorless
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It aulcklv trives heat, and with one filling of the font
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without
for
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steadily
the wick
atic-locking
flame spreader which prevents
remove
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and
easy
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smoke,
from being turned high enough
nas a
and drop back, so the wick can be cleaned in an instant. It
a
cool handle and damper top.
a
som-

pm

WILLIAMS,

filler-ca- p
An indicator always shows the amount of oil in the font. It ahas
ana is
which does not need to be screwed down ; it is put in like a cork in bottle,
attached to the font by a chain.
of a new
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, because
unscrewed in
device in construction, and consequently it can always be easily
80
OUgHeater is finished in Japan or nickel. It is strong, durable
and well made, built for service, yet light and ornamental.
1

G. P. Agent,
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Cole-Rya-

j

tonuects as Oolfax with R. P. A 8. W. Ry, train both North and?South.
5Sta?e tor Van Boaten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.
Stags leaves Ute Prfe. X. VI., for HSllaabetlitowii, N. M at 9;00 a. m, daily except
fifty pound baprsaie carried free.
Sundays, Fare ia.ou one way $3.50 roundM-- trip;
0. & 8. truiu leaves Das M )ines, N, , for the south at 11:11 p. ra. .arrives from the
South at 4;38a. m,
Superi ntendent

.

A.

In Bad Fix

Springer for the winter.
Lordsburg The Superior copper
mine at Lordsburg, Grant county,'
which was owned by El Paso men,!
In
O.
.J
hn
(",. ,,
BV1U IV,
uaO
A..
zona Copper Company, controlled by
n
the
syndicate of New York.
The sale was made by W. F. Payne,
of El Paso. Mr. Payne had an option
on the Lordsburg copper mine for
$85,000, and the sale to the C. & A.
Company was closed at an advanced
price. The new company is now
working the mine and has returns on
the first shipment of ore from it. In
addition to being a paying copper
property, the Superior mine runs In
gold and silver. The El Paso men who
were interested in the mine were: D.
W. Reckhart, Z. T. White, J. P. O'Con
nor, D. M. Payne, Phil Young, J. J.Brack, W. F. Payne and Peter Wehener, W. S. McCutcheon of Mineral
Wells, Texas, and Randolph Lawrence
of Roff, Oklahoma, also owned stock
in the company.
Vanadium in New Mexico The En
gineering and Mining Journal sayB:
The Vanadium Mines Company, op
erating In the Caballos district, Sierra county, New Mexico, Is developing
the White Swan mine and has sunk
shaft to 140 feet,
a
with a 150 foot drift at the 80 foot lev- - ment

30

il'

E. G. DEDMAN,

like illness; it is often necessary
quickly to raise the temperature of a
room. For instance, in those hours
between midnight and dawn, when
the day temperature has been allowed
to drop, if you are called upon to
get up, the room is chilly and cold.
It takes a long time to start up a
furnace or fire and raise the temperature by ordinary means.
You can instantly heat a room to
any desired temperature with a
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In effect Sept, 1st 1910

(Read Down)

down for the winter. Alterations are
to be made in the working of the mine
before operations will be resumed.
Elizabethtown. Wallace Lyons and
John Sutherland who have been working in the Harry Bluff mine at Sulphide near Elizabethtown, Colfax
county, have gone to their home at

ii Sudden oneFgencies

1. &

St. Louis Rocky

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1910.

M.

TheSn

"l had a mishap at the age of 41, which left me in bad
fix," writes Mrs. Georgia Usher, of Conyers, Ga.
"I was unconscious for three days, and after that I
would have fainting spells, dizziness, nervousness, sick
headache, heart palpitation and many strange feelings.
"I suffered greatly with ailments due to the change of
life and had 3 doctors, but they did no good, so I concluded
;
to try Cardui.
'Since taking Cardui, I am so much better and can do
all my housework."

if

Take
J

41

The Woman's Tonic
Do not allow yourself to get into a bad fix. You might
get in so bad you would find it hard to get out
Better take Cardui while there is time, while you are
still in moderately good health, just to conserve your strength
and keep you in tip top condition.
In this way your troubles, whatever they are, will gradually grow smaller instead of larger you will be on the
instead of the down and by and bye you will
arrive at the north pole of perfect health.
Get a bottle at your druggists' today.
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ex- - that at a later stage he would try to
amend the proposition again in this
segregation.
orejisting
has been uncovered which is said to while the Cobb proposal was pend- - respect and at that time would present
assay 2 per cent V. O. The company ing Mr. Parsons expressed surprise atn unanswerable reasons why it should
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is planning a reduction plant in addl-- ! Judge Baker's expressed idea regard-tio- be done.
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overwhelmingly
is. m.
thing under the yoke. What would and there. The great cause may lose six representatives.
which at the time, he said. was a serf- - 2, Township 11 N, Range n
such men be called by their neigh-- ! a battle now and then, and It would
Mohave county, one senator, two ous mistake. He believed It would be P. Meridian, has filed notice of lnten- NEW MEX bors? Heroes? True patriots? or be strano.e indeed if It did not; but It representatives.
AUTO CO.
R
fatal. This amendment eliminated tion to make final five year proor, 10
two from the initiative and referendum establish claim to the land above
cowards and traitors to the country? will win this war just as the right has
county, one senator,
Navajo
TJ. S. mall and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
the
Carrying
the provision that the leg- - scribed, before Register and Receiver
won so many wars in history for right representatives.
Special automobiles furnished te ac- Which?
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
23rd day
to
two
the
one
pro
action
of
Pinal
matter
senator,
a
county,
We
rep
looking
of
islature
Is
eousness.
repeat,
number
That
by a majority vote re- - at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
commodate
only
passenger
might
any
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
al-1910.
of
has
resentatives.
and
,
December,
homes
our
of
as
fer
tection
youth
with
any
Isto make special connections
light
legislation.
tlme As day f0nowg night,
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pima county, one senator, three rep
connect with ready been delayed far too long. For aiwava conquers darkness. Just so
Judge Baker did not particularly
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to
,
turn-Macario Leyba, Polito Leyba, Atl- tnt
arhv th Amendment, would Tw
resentatives.
have
of
Tor
five
at
Railroad
overthrow
past
legislatures
Mexico
Central
years
New
the
complete
Railroad.
ju
surey
Topeka & Santa Fe
two
five
ana tne ucenSed beverage liquor traffic folsenators,
fatal but Mr. Winsor was more frank lano Qulntana, Isabel Leyba, all of
Yavapai county,
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- ed a deaf ear to the pleadings
,
He said that that Leyba, N. M.
less diplomatic.
or
representatives.
the
temper-,Rosfor
those
And
w thla CTeat struggle.
respectful requests
'
municating with Manager of the
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
MANTJEL OTERO,
one
Yuma
three
a
farther In the
went
senator,
county,
conseamendment
step
of
any
who now dare to stand for the cause,
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at ance forces. Not a law
Register.
direction of destroying the power of
least 24 hours In advance. Bate foi quence repressing the liquor traffic for wnat they wen know to be right representatives.
in Vaughau at 6 p. m.
Santa Cruz county, one senator, one the legislature, thereby admitting that
states
other
tour
while
new
of
to
accommodate
of
been
to
60
the
had
lbs.
$40.00
passed,
special
and for tne hest interests
Baggage allowance of
J there had been previous steps In the
have been making steady progress In gtate wm find themselves laureled representative.
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
Making a total of 20 state senators direction of
upon a Repub- ,
temperance legislation. No local op-- witjl Wreaths of glory in the hearts and 40 members of the Arizona House lican form ofinfringing
government.
tion law was granted the people, so nf
g,00d neonle. Those who ac- - of
Representatives.
Judge Baker moved a reconsiderawhere the senti- - tively or passively aid and abet the
; that communities
Debate on Tuesday.
tion of the vote by which the Ellin-woo-d
was even overwhelmingly saioon8 and bring a curse upon the
ment
The prohibition question which ser
amendment bad been adopted.
the continuance of the saloon pe0pie) will find that their ravens iously threatened to disrupt the Demo The motion was carried by a vote of
TIME TABLE ALL
HACK LINE against
,
une
aommai-it.
could abolish
come to roost1
liquor
cratic majority of the constitutional 30 to 21. Mr. Ellinwood gave notice
LOCAL TRAINS
ed representatives, a few of them at
convention, is settled at least tempo
Prom
have ridden roughshod over the
least,
rarily by the adoption of an amendThe foUowlne are the time tables
BARRANCA TO TAOS heads, wills and best interests of .the
ment recommending that the initiative
of the local railroads:
can and will bear it
GO TO- referendum proposition be ap
until
and
they
people,
Meets Both North South no
'
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
plied to the question.
longer. As there came a time In
Leave
An Appeal to Democrats.
Bounds Trains.
the history of the colonies, when they
C A
8:00 a. m. connect with No, 3 west
Mr. Jpnes of Maricopa made an apLordsburg. Eighty two cars of ore
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of could and would bear a yoke of King
10
No.
east
to
with
members
connect
Grant
to
Democratic
m.
the
from
9:40 a.
Lordsburg,
peal
the north bound train and arrives at George of England no longer, so the were shipped
VIA THE SANTA PE
the Coker amendment and
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west faos at 7 p. m.
time has come in New Mexico, when county, during October, this being the
them against the machinations of
5:20 p. m. connect with No. 2 east
Ten miles shorter than any other the cood people wi.l tolerate the dom- - largest month's shipment on record.
7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east way. Good covered hack and good inotinn nf eainnnn nn loneer. King
Parsons. The Parsons mine at the Republicans, who, he observed,
had been voting on the Coker side for
No. 7 west. 8:50 p. m. conect with teams.
George Is herewith given fair warning Parsons, Lincoln county, has closed
the purpose of bringing the Initiative
No. 8 east, and No. 9 west
TtoArLgr Asa ts Mat:.
and referendum into disrepute.
10:20 a. m. with conection from No.
ON SALE NOW
. Mr. Cobb
thought he saw a way out
3 west'
No married woman's happiness is
SAN FRANCISCO, $66.90
she of the trouble; there was a glimmer of
12:10 p. m. with connection from
LOS ANGELES I $56,90
complete without; children;
No It east
DIEGO
yearns with the deeper longings of light ahead. He moved to substitute
SAN
her nature for the Joys or mother the Cunniff minority report which had
6:05 p. m. with connection from No.
PHOENIX, ARIZ, $45 55
hood. But women who bear children been contemptuously and overwhelmCITY OF MEXICO, $68.15,
1 west
LAUNDRY
should prepare for the coming of ingly rejected last week for the Cok7:30 p. m. with connection with No.
Liberal atop-ove- r
privileges
Loog time limit
baby by properly caring for their er amendment and paragraph 8 and
7 east
Bhvsical systems. Mother's Friend let it go at that
Tourist Sleepers.
and
- 9:45 p. m. with connection from No.
Pullman
Through
For
Work ia the expectant mother's ttreatest heln. It is a remedy which prepares the The Cunnift amendment had been
4 east No. 7 west.
muscles and tendons for the unusual strain, renders the ligaments suppie ana opposed by the more "progressive" of
Comfortable Chair Cars, Steam
n?an n . m. with connection from basket leaves Monday
elastic, aids in exnandine the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the the members because it sought to give
Tuesday
and Electric Lighted.
west
9
No.
Heated
No. 8 east
and tissues. It is especially valuable where the breasts are trouble the counties the least possible measReturns Thursday and Friday. membranes
Above effective October 1st
some from swelling and congestion, and its regular use win lessen me pain
ure of control over the cities. No
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
D. & R. G. Ry.
danger when the little one
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop and
control could be exercised beyond that
comes. Women who use Mother's
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
TPyl
given to the counties by laws already
Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent
Friend are assured of passing the
For further information, timetables and
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
in existence or that might hereafter
crisis with safety. It is for sale at
. New Mexico Central Ry.
23 Red
No.
Pullman reservation, call on or address.
Phone
been
had
amendment
be passed. That
drag stores. Write for free hook
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
Infor expectant mothers.
perfectly satisfactory to the saloon
34 east and 33 south and west
H. S. LUTZ, Agent Santa Fe, N. M.
terests, which would have asked for
If you want anymrng on earth try 8BADFIELD REGULATOB CO,
Arrive 8 p.m. with connection from
more
Webb
amend.
the
but
for
nothing
a New Mexican want Ad.
Atlanta, Ga.
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west
Dealers Everywhere.
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GOHMITTEE
REPORTS
Report of the Committee on Constitutional

To

the

Amendments.
November 9, 1910.
President and Delegates of the

Convention:
Gentlemen: Your Committee on
Constitutional Amendments beg leave
to submit the following report, with
the recommendation that the same be
incorporated In the constitution.
Respectfully submitted,
J. J. ARAGON,
Chairman.
S. B. DAVIS, Jr.,
ISIDORO ARMIJO,
B. F. PANKEY,
SILVESTRE MIRABAL,
D. CASSIDY,
A. A. SEDILLO,
T. H. O'BRIEN,
H. M. DOUGHERTY.
ARTICLE

Constitutional Amendments.
Except as otherwise provided in this
constitution:
Section 1. Any amendment or
amendments to this constitution may
be proposed In either House of the
s
of all
legislature, and If
the members elected to each of the
two Houses shall vote in favor thereamendment or.
of such proposed
amendments shall be entered on their
respective journals with the yeas and
nayes taken thereon; and the legislatures shall cause the same to be published in at least one newspaper in
every county of the state where a
newspaper Is published, for four
weeks consecutively, the last publication of which shall be not less than
two weeks prior to the next general
election, at which time the said
amendment or amendments shall be
submitted to the electors of the state
for their approval or rejection, and
if the same be ratified by a majority
of the electors voting thereon and by
an affirmative vote equal to at least
40' per cent of all the votes teast at
said election in the state and in at
f
of the counties thereof,
least
then, and not otherwise, such amendment or amendments shall become
part of this constitution. Not more
than three amendments shall be submitted at one election, and if two or
more amendments are proposed, they
shall be so submitted as to enable the
electors to vote on each of. them separately.
Sec. 2. Whenever the legislature,
s
vote of its members
by a
in each House, shall deem it necessary to call a convention to revise or
amend this constitution, they shall
recommend to the electors to vote at
the next general election for or
against the convention, and if a majority of all the electors voting at
said election in the state and In at
f
of the counties thereof,
least
shall Tiave voted for a convention, the
legislature shall at the next session
provide by law for calling the same;
and such convention shall consist of
not less than the number of the most
numerous branch of the legislature.
Sec. 3. Any provisions of sections
of this constitu, article
tion relative to the Ordinance Compact between ,the United States and
this state may be amended at any
time when the Congress of the United
States shall have consented to such
an amendment, by a majority vote of
the people of this state voting upon
said amendment at an election to be
called for that purpose or at a general
election as the legislature may by law
prescribe.
Report of the Committee on Mines and
two-third-

one-hal-

two-third-

one-hal-

Mining.

Convention Hall, November 9, 1910.
To the President and Delegates of the
Constitutional Convention:
Ydur Committee on Mines and Mining hereby submit the following four
sections, and respectfully ask that
they be included as a part of the Constitution; and earnestly recommend
that Section four be transferred to,
and be made a part of Section 2 of
the Article on Schedules.
'

FRANK H. WINSTON,
f

Mines and Mining,

Chairman.

Section 1. There shall be established and maintained the office of Inspector of Mines, the duties and salary
of which Bhall be prescribed by law.
When the office of Inspector of Mines
is established, the Governor shall,
with the advice and consent of the
Senate, appoint thereto a person,
known to be competent, whose term
of office shall be four years.
Sec. 2. The legislature shall provide by law for the proper ventilation
of, and the construction and maintenance of escapement shafts, slopes and
other appliances in mines that may be
necessary to protect the health, and
secure the safety of the workmen employed therein, and shall prohibit the
employment in mines of children under fourteen years of age. ;
Sec. 3. A School of Mines", in which
the sciences of mining and metallurgy are taught, shall be maintained
within the state.
Sec. 4. The Act of Congress, entitled "An Act for the Protection ofj
the lives of Miners," approved March
3, 1891, and all acts amendatory thereof, shall be and remain in force in
this State until otherwise provided
by law, to the same extent as it has
been in force in the Territory of New
Mexico; provided, the words "Governor of the State" are hereby substituted for the words "Governor of such
organized Territory", and for the
words "Secretary of the Interior"
wherever the same appear in "said
Acts. The Chief Mine Inspector for
the Territory of New Mexico, appointed by the President of the United
States, is hereby authorized to perform the duties prescribed by said
Act; and shall receive the same compensation from the State as he formerly received from the United States,
until superseded by the "Inspector of
Mines," appointed by the Governor as
elsewhere provided by the Constitution.

DICKENS

old-tim-

n

fire-arro-

One by one the places made famous
by Charles Dickens have undergone
such changes that they are hardly dis-coverable.
The rookeries in Tabard
street, Southwark borough, among the
last of these places are now being
closed up and very soon this charao- teristic place of dickens-lanin London will have passed away, the
"housing committee" having determined for sanitary reasons that it
must be obliterated. The Church of
St George the Martyr, which stands
at one end of the street is the house
of worship immortalized as Little Dor-ritchurch, and on this account Is
visited every year by thousands of
American admirers of the great novelist Near the other end of the street
was the Marshalsea prison for debtors, where Little Dorrit's father, a
man with "a mild voice, curling hair
and irresolute hands," as the years
and venpassed by became
erable and was known as "the father
of the Marshalsea," a title if which he
grew to be ridiculously vain. And this
character (much of the color of which
Dickens Is said to have taken from
that of his own father) is one of the
most pathetic In any of his novels.
But the medical officer for the district
says it has long had a wicked reputation, and London cannot allow such
a degraded and unhealthy spot to remain, no matter what its romantic
and hlstorio Interest Long before the
days of Diokens this corner of South-wicwas known as the hiding place
of highwaymen and debtors of the
worst description.
d

's

gray-haire-

d
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NEW POWERFUL MICROSCOPE
Enormous Magnification Is Attained
Without Former Blemishes Due to
Optical Causes.

Did Not Know Own Child.
Of unasslgned paintings the Dussel-dorfe- r
Zeitung tells an amusing story
.ore has been exhibited before the
which may interest picture buyers.
Royal society of London a form of
Achenbach, the German artist, enjoythe invention of Professor
ed a vogue about ten years ago. A microscope, means
of which enormous
Gordon, by
certain collector had bought from an
of an object can, it is
art dealer a seascape represented as magnification
stated, be attained without the blema genuine Achenbach.
Afterward
It ishes due to
optical causes that forwas pronounced to be a copy.
The
marred such images.
merly
buyer brought an action against the
We may Buppose that the enlarged
dealer who turned the tables by deof an object is received from a
image
claring that his picture was genuine, microscopic lens
upon a ground glass
and the other was a copy.
and that then anAchenbach himself was summoned focussing screen,
other microscope is employed still furto
the
courts
tell which was which. ther to
by
enlarge the image so formed.
Amazed at the absolute similarity ol
of course, quite feasible, but
This
is,
the two paintings, he gazed at them the
of the glass would be magnigrain
for a long time, inspected them close- fied
together with the image and would
ly, front and back, sniffed them, and vitiate
Professor Gordon
then frankly admitted he could not tell uses a the result screen
of the finest
translucent
which was the original and which
he causes it to be
and
texture,
possible
the copy.
kept In constant motion while the object is being viewed or photographed.
By this means the grain of the screen
Japanese Method of Cold Storage.
is eliminated and the greatly magnified
On a recent visit to the city of
on the northwest coast of Japan, image of the object alone seen. SpeciI had occasion to observe, what at mens magnified to the extent of ten
first thought I imagined was a hay- thousand diameters were shown as
stack, but on investigation found to be proofs of the efficacy of the method
an immense mound of snow covered adopted. Harper's Weekly.
with straw matting. The purpose ol
this mound was to. keep in cold storThibetan Tricksters.
age, for consumption in summer, fish
Fraud nestles even on the "roof of
caught in the wintertime. This is the the world.'. In other words,- the unonly method of cold storage employThibetan does little
sophisticated
ed in the rural districts In the northown account.
He Is
west of Jaapn, where the snowfall is cheatingtheon his
sole purveyor of all musk.
almost
very deep in winter, and these stacks It is sold at
something like a dozen
are to be seen in considerable numtimes its weight in silver, so one
bers distributed In different parts of would
think the scent would be pure.
the country. Strand Magazine.
But this is far fron the case. It is
always sold in "pockets," and the vendors will not allow an examination by
Thoughtful to the Last
Ashley Isn't it too bad about poor the buyer other than touch. But by
Fuser?
this means he is unable to determine
Seymour Indeed, it Is. I shall al- upon the purity, and it frequently hapways remember him as the most con- pens that the vendor has adulterated
siderate man I have ever known. It his merchandise with amidon, peas,
seemed to be his ruling passion to beans, potatoes, mixed with blood, the
make as little trouble for other people yolk of eggs, pounded In a mortar unas he possibly could.
til it resembles musk.
and
Ashley Yes, that's a fact;
that characteristic of his was maniThe Barber In History.
fested even when he committed suiLovers of history will readily recall
cide.
the influence possessed by the barber-vale- t
Seymour I don't think I quite unand confidant of Louis XI of
derstand?
France, Olivier le Daln, and perhaps
Ashley Why, he used so much
less easily the name of Nicholas
that there was nothing left of Stagebeck, who gained a like influence
him for .other people to pick up.
with Christian II of Denmark; while
there is no doubt that many other men
in the calling have been on the most
He Was Mistaken.
friendly terms with their famous cus"This country would be all right," tomers who enjoyed their discourse
aid the traveler in a heathen land, and did not disdain their advice, like
"but It isn't civilized."
the barber of Montbard, In Burgundy,
"That's where you go lame, stran- who, to the end of his days, boasted
ger," rejoined the native. "Two per that on one memorable morning he
cent, of the population owns 90 per had shaved before breakfast "three
cent, of the land. What more civiliza- men capable of ruling a world:"
tion do you want?"
Messrs. Buffon, Rousseau
and Vol--

Ta-kat-

taire.

Matter of Finance.
Hyker They say old Glltedge la a
multimillionaire.
Pyker Well, I don't believe it.
Hyker Why not?
Pyker Because his only daughter
wanted to marry a duke and he declared he couldn't afford any Buck
I
luxury.

.

A 8LIGHT

ERROR.

No Comparison.
The portly dame in the hack seat
of the hotel hack waxed Impatient

"He's the slowest driver I ever
aw!" she exclaimed.
, "That only shows, ma'am," said the
Imperturbable jehu, speaking in his
own behalf, "that you've never seen
a pile driver at work."
Wonderful

I

"What makes you think the new
era was written by an

op-

ultra-moder- n

composer?"

Cedar-Gree-

:

"I've read it every night this week,
and I can't remember a single bar of

By Fl
j

j
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IS STEPHENSON
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n

Trimmed

Color and

With Linen Braid and Buttons
to Match.

!

gone Changes.

The traveler on the plains in the
early days soon learned the significance of the spires of smoke that he
sometimes saw rising from a distant
ridge or hill and answered from a
different direction. It was the signal
talk of the Indians across miles of Intervening ground, a signal used In
rallying the warriors for an attack, or
warning them for a retreat.
The Indian had u way of sending
the smoke up in rings or puffs, knowing that such a smoke column would
at once be noticed and understood as
a signal, and not mistaken for the
"smoke of some camp-firHe made
his rings by covering the little fire
with his blanket for a moment and
allowing the smoke to ascend, when
he Instantly covered the Are again.
The column of ascending smoke had
said to very Indian within thirty
An enemy is near!"
miles, "Beware!
Three smokes built ' close together
meant "Danger." One smoke merely
meant "Attention." Two smokes
mean "Camp at this place."
Frequently at night the settler or
the traveler saw fiery lines crossing
the Bky, shooting up and falling, perhaps taking a direction diagonal to
the lines of vision. He might guess
that these were the signals of the Indians, but unless he were an
he might not be able to Interpret the
and the squaw-masignals. The
knew that one
an arrow prepared by treating the head of
the shaft with gunpowder and fine
bark, meant the same as three columns of smoke puffs. "An enemy Is
near." Two arrows meant "Danger,"
three arrows, "The danger is great."
Several arrows Indicated, "The enemy
is too powerful for us."

model costume of L,sra ON MAKING A FROCK

j
Winning the
j Professor s Daughter
j

Places Are Hardly Discoverable
One by One They Have Under-

How the Redman Communicated With
Hl People and Warned Them
of Danger.

old-tim-

BY

FAMOUS
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I

THE WAY TO KEEP QUALITY OP
FRESHNESS.

Cedar-greelinen is employed for
our model, which has a panel taken
down front of bodice and continued Somewhat Worn Garments Can Gento hem of skirt; this is edged with
erally Be Renovated by a Few
linen braid to match, also buttons;
Deft Touches Good Example
several rows of braid trim the lower
in Illustration Shown.
A
of
is
handsome
skirt
part
design
braided round the middle of the skirt
The woman who wishes to keep up
sloping to the back.
The bodice is trimmed to match, a smart appearance must be Interested
in
dressmaking affairs
and has the sleeves cut in with the eternally
whether she makes her own gowns or
not. This is because freshness is the
Erst quality that Is considered by
fashion, and so if there is no new
garment on hand there Is always an
n

It seemed incredible that such an altogether satisfactory girl as Nellie
Masterson could be the daughter of a
man so exactly opposite as the pro-

fessor of sociology in Oread college.
He was not good to look upon and he
was not agreeable to come in contact
with. Time and indigestion and the
militant exploitation of certain theories which can never become popular
had transformed him into a something
which bore little resemblance to the
ideal man who is growing old gracefully.
Prof. Ira Newton Masterson's personal appearance and manner were in
the most decided antithesis to to
idea of social betterment, and it came
almost as a shock to be told that he
was one of the most eminent sociologists of the day.
Nellie idolized him, but the time
came when her courage and determina
tion were put to the severest test. It
happened that John Rosslter asked
her to marry him. She had known
him always and liked him. She even
admitted the possibility that they were
made for each other, and that she
knew there would never be anybody
else who would be so dear to her; at
least he had made the assertion, she
had not denied it.
John Rosslter was the richest man
in Oread. That alone would have discredited him in the estimation of Professor Masterson, but when to this
was added the fact that John Rossl-ter'- s
wealth was inherited, the offense was past condonation.
Hadn't
the professor devoted himself body
and soul to the task of making it clear
to mankind that most of the evil In
human life is due to inherited wealth?
His views on the subject had even been
translated Into Russian and had received the honor of censorship and
suppression.
It was in vain that John protested
that he should not be held responsible
for something In which he had no active part. So confident was he
would fall into his
that Nellie
own way of thinking, that he was
almost thrown Into a state of helpless side. Lawn is used for the
yoke and
ness by the firmness with which she
opposed bis suggestion to regard her
Hat of chip with puff crown of
father's arbitrary dictum as a mere lawn, trimmed
with bunches of flowers
professional pleasantry.
and foliage.
"Why why, Nellie, you don't mean
Materials required: Five and one-hato say you share his prejudices against
yards linen 44 inches wide, about
Inherited wealth, do you?" he asked six dozen yards braid, one-hayard
with wide open eyes.
lawn 42 inches wide, 2& dozen butI
"I'm afraid
do, John," she replied tons.
father says
seriously.
"Anything
seems right to me. I suppose I should
make an exception of you if I were do- PLEASANT PARTY ON PIAZZA
ing it."
"What in the name of goodness do One of the Best if Entertainments to
Be Given When the Evenings
you expect me to do?" he demanded
excitedly. "Shall I sell all. I have and
Are Warm.
give it to the poor?"
Nellie shook her head and sighed.
Piazza parties prove a good way of
"Do you really think I am worth It?" paying off social debts during warm
she asked.
weather. Don't; though, try a piazza
"Try, me and see for yourself," he party in a neighborhood filled with
returned eagerly. "I will do whatever night moths and mosquitoes unless the
you wish gladly."
piazza i3 well screened. Some porch
When he left her the expression on screens of bamboo should be hung up
his face was not that of a man without to shield the piazza people from folk
hope. There was a determined look on the street, unless the veranda is
In his features, although something
heavily covered with vines. The porch
like a smile lurked in the corners of screens really do not hide the people
his mouth and his eyes were very on the piazza very much from the
bright.
people on the street but they do hide
In less than a fortnight from that the people on the Btreet from the
day all Oread was In throes of a new people on the piazza, and so give a
excitement, Professor Masterson had sense of privacy.
been asked to resign.
If there are no electric lights on the
piazza, set big lamps in the windows
It was John Rossiter who made his overlooking it. These will give plenof light for a game of pinochle or
way to the desk and took a seat be ty
side the man who found so much to whist. Hang Japanese lanterns along
the edge of the veranda roof they
decry In inherited wealth.
add a pleasing touch of color. Set
Is
"Ah, Mr. Rossiter, it
you. I was
small tables and
of chairs out.
expecting a visit from the committee One table should plenty
hold a punch bowl
of trustees," he said.
filled with lemonade, which in turn
"I am that committee," said John is
filled with dainty slices of fruit
manner.
with his best business
"I Unless the
evening is very warm, card
have been elected president of the
diversion. If
games will be a
board, and I come as a committee of it is too warm pleasant
even for cards, get
one to notify you of our action in the some
one
matter of the department of sociol- the rest with a banjo to play while
sing.
ogy."
The refreshments should
include
I shouldn't have
"Remarkable!
plenty of sandwiches. Always cut the
thought It possible," declared the pro crust from sandwich bread.
Cut the
fessor, with every appearance of aston sandwiches In heart or diamond
ishment.
shapes. A novel sandwich is made of
"The board had made up its mind to the
tiniest nasturtium leaves and bud3,
discontinue the department for the with
mayonnaise.
present."
; A salad might be served.
Grapes,
"Yes, I feared as much."
apples, pears and bananas, with a
"But, I wouldn't hear of It. Sociology cream
dressing, makes a delicious and
will be taught at Oread as long as I
cool fruit salad. The rest of the rehave any voice m the council."
freshments might be bon bons, ice
"Amazing!"
"To make an Interest manifest I cream, cake and fruit
have today given a large sum of
money to put the department on a
Case for the Nightcap.
firm footing and endow a chair of
It is a great time saver and a first
sociology at Oread."
"Young man you have done nobly!" aid to the lazy.
It is not the kind you imbibe, either,
exclaimed
the professor, grasping
John's hand and shaking it wildly. "Al- but a real addition to milady's outfit
though I shall not be a part of it I Lazy people may now appear at
shall take the most Joyful Interest in breakfast in a presentable state without bothering to dress the hair until
the new work."
"I hope you haven't made any other afterward.
For in addition to the night cap proparrangement for next year, professor,"
said John. "We would regret exceed- er there are a number of styles adaptingly to lose you just as the way opened ed for boudoir use, a little less close
to you for
fresh opportunity for fitting than the night cap, and without
achievement On behalf of the trus- the strings tied under the chin.
tees I am authorized to offer you a
The caps are made of the sheerest
chair of sociology at Oread, with a bits of muslin, with Valenciennes or
Irish lace, according to one's pocket-boosalary of $3,000 per annum."
and a perky bow of ribbon at the
Professor Masterson was speechless.
His lips moved, but no sound came side.
from his mouth.
They are very attractive and are be"Dont you think I'd better go and coming to almost every one.
tell Nellie that the blockade against And the fad for them seems to be
Inherited wealth Is raised?"v John increasing.
,
laughed.
Besides keeping the hair smooth for
For an answer the professor, with a the night, they may be made to immighty effort to command himself, ut- part a delightful scent to it by the intered the single v"rd. ,"Go!"
sertion of perfumed catchets.
TIME TO TRAVEL.
One Exception,
Two wandering thespians approached
says when there is occasion
a small town in the middle west One for"Jaggs
it there is no man to whom he
of them remained at the town pump, is afraid to show his teeth."
while the other started up to the lone
"I'll bet he hesitates about doing
hotel to discover the current rates for it when the dentist is
getting his
theatrical people.
forceps ready." .
as
said
former
other
the
the
''Well,"
straggled back with a dejected air,
'"did they say they had any special
Early In the Game.
aenns for actors?"
Neighbor Is any one sick over at
"Yes, terms of 30 days and 60 days." your house, Johnny?
"Great Caesar Let's beat it. I'll
Johnny Dad's allln' some.
feet a deadhead ticket against a dough-bu- t
Neighbor Is he very sick?
, Johnny Not yet.
Th doctor only
you entered the town station-bousstarted t' come thin mornln.
Instead of the hotel"
under-sleeve-

lf

Edith George this engagement ring
is a trifle too large.
I've aw
Naturally Qualified.
George Beg pawdon.
"I am afraid I haven't any idea of given you the wrong one.
,
the value of money," said the Introspective youth.
Quick Action.
"How do you expect to get on in
How swift the course of famous men
life?"
,
Whn fierce reformers draw the line!
"I guess I'll have to study architecA man la scarce elected when
,
ture and draw plans for other peoHe Is Invited to resign.
houses."
ple's
' The Lesson of the Sea.
'
Robert B. Lee Smith Pa, why is
Reminiscent.
"Did you see that man who had been the ocean salty?
Colonel Smith Providence, my son,
so long in .the gold fields weep when
I sang the song about home last has rendahed the greatest paht of the
watah on this earth unpalatable to
nightr
If you want anything on earth try
show that It was nevah Intended, sua,
"Yes. I suppose you struck a miner
a New Mexican Want Ad.
chord."
.fob. drinking purposes.
i
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old one which can be improved with
some change or other and little
freshening touches. There is an
mixture of materials, which
is a point Tor making over even a
rather scant dress; bo with the wide
skirt bands used, the ttinlcB with bibs,
the pretty collars and cuffs, all of
which may be in a different color and
texture from the frock Itself, almost
nny frock may be picked to pieces for
When it is only a matter
remaking.
of changing the style of a dress, the
models of the moment would cut over
last summer's frocks and leave a surplus, so much wider , were skirts,
sleeves and everything else then than
now.
In fact, the very narrowest of
lie Empire styles offers chances for
remodeling, for since skirts are so
scant. and the belt line still above the
normal these short waisted frocks may
be use! as foundations for the prettiest tnnie effects.
When contemplating a change of
style in a dress, the sewer must first
pick her old gown to pieces, brush It
free of threads and dust, and clean
and press the breadths that are to be
changed. A black goods, either wool
or soft s!lk, will respond well to a
?ood wash with soap balk, which Is
an inexpensive cleanser to be found
in any drug store. Silks and wools
still good enoegii to use when faded
may be dipped in a dye of the same
color, or have the tint entirely
changed, and where the dress goods
is not good enough for the outside
there is always the possibility of using it for a foundatiou for a thinner
material.
One mistake the Inexperienced sewer is likely to make when
remodeling an old garment is to use a
new material in a color so bright or
delicate as to show off more plainly
the faded or otherwise used appear-

'
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for housekeeping

FOR SALE Cows, horses and wagon. Apply at Mrs. Otto Retsch 409

Galisteo St.
FOR SALE One pair of close
matched driving horses. Inquire of

William & Rising.

WANTED A position as housekeeper either in hotel or private family. No objection to country. Address this office.
LOST Black leather pocketbook
between Capitol and Palace hotel.
Contains money and letters. Return
to this office. Reward.
WANTED Woman
for general
housework family of five. Apply Mrs.
A. J. Fischer, Game Warden's office,
Capitol building 9 to 12 a. m.
FOR SALE Four little houses and
lots corner Manhattan avenue and
Garcia street, $1,750.
Rent for $50
month. Lots on E. Manhattan 48x600,
$150. Walter Kraul.
WANTED Men without experience
to work at electricity, plumbing, automobiles, bricklaying. Learn trade in
few months without expense, 200 students last year. $30,000 contract jobs.
Write immediately. United Trade
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.
WANTED Every one in Santa. Fe
and vicinity to read the opening chapters of the new serial by Robert W.
Chambers in the November number
of Cosmopolitan Magazine. It Is the
greatest novel of the year and is illustrated by Charles Dana Gibson.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and ypewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.
FOR
SALE Handsome quarter
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing device, spacious and in Al condition.
Cost $100 will sell for $60. Also have
one substantial desk in splendid condition for lower price. Inquire New
Mexican.
Notice for Publication.
(013780.)

Coal Land Jemez Forest
Small Holding Claim No. 4372.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 9, 1910.
Notice Is hereby eiven that th fr.i
lowing-name-

d

claimant has

filed

no-

tice of his Intention to make final
proor In support of his claim under
sections 16 and If of the act or March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by

the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval. U. S. Ct.

at Cuba, N. M., on December 26
1910, viz: Mauricio Sanchez, of Cuba,
N. M., for the claim 4372 in Sec. 7,
T. 20 N.. R. 1 w., and Sec. 12, T. 20
N., R. 2 W., N. M. P. M.

Comr.,

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract tor twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Vicente Sanchez. Manuel Sanches,
Sam Wiggins, Ellas Sanchez, all of
Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

8howing the Way a Jumper Bodice
and Wide Skirt May Be Made Over.
ance of the old stuff. So, whenever
possible, it la best to combine old with
old that is, put two frocks together,
or else make use of trimmings that
have been employed before. If this
is not done have the new stuff black
or In some color too deep for the con
trast with the old goods to be too
striking.
This dainty and very feminine little frock offers a way to draw a wide
skirt in after the present close manner, while almost any jumper bodice
from last season might be
arranged to
advantage as here. As pictured the
little frock Is of sprigged muslin In
pale blue and white, with a simple
white lace used on the bodice and for
the hobbling Bklrt band. The tucked
vest and neck and' sleeve ruffles are
of plain white muslin.
A plain goods would be as effective
in this style as a flowered one, and
ff veiling were employed a
matching
or contrasting silk could be used for
the trimming. The model also allows
for a round or slightly trained skirt.
From 8 to 10 yards of new material
would be required for the design
this in the average single width.

"

1

Furnished rooms
Garcia.

160

Providential.

Register.
Dressed

In "Black

and Yellow"
Not "Football Colors" but the color
Of
the carton containing Vnlov'a
Honey and Tar the best and safest
cough remedy for all coughs and colds.
jjo not accept a substitute but see
that you get the genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar in a yellow carton with
black lettere. Sold by The Capital
PL.irmacy.

The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with
printed headings, In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and enminai dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pagos
criminal. To InLoduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
$2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.0P
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
For 45 cents additional tor a slngu
combination docket, they will be eant
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany
order. Stats
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

"Has Skidder been to church since
Mr. Otto Paul. Milwaukee.
Wis..
he bought his auto?"
"Yes, he went the first Sunday be- says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
cause it broke down just as he got op- more than the best He writes us.
posite the church and he couldnt very 'All those that bought it think it is
well do any different"
the best for coughs and colds they
ever had and I think it is still more
than the best Our baby had a bad
A Chronic Victim.
cold and it cured him in one day.
"Ever buy any false stocks?"
"All kinds, and I have also gone into Please accept thanks." Sold by The
more than a hundred various schemes, Capital Pharmacy.
rd buy a half Interest in a railroad if t
It you want anything on earth trj
I were properly approached."
it New Mexican Want Ad,
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Denver, Colo., Nov. 10.

GBOCERY AND BAKERY

X
X
X

The

forecast is generally fair and X
warmer weather tonight and Jt
Friday.

ixxxxxxxxxxxxxx
the late
library
FOR SALE

Walnuts, Almonds, Jilberts, Pecans,
Brazils, Hickory & Black Walnuts
BAKERY GOODS.
Fresh Pies, Cakes. Rolls, Buns, Cookies. Bread

VEGETABLES

F. ANDREWS

L

Ptae

SO.

1.

IF YOU WANT THE

Most

Delicious

Chocolate

Hot

OBTAINABLE IN THE CVTY
Go To

the

REXALL STORE

Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served
THE BEST

IS NONE TOO GOOD

FISCHER DRUG

COMPANY

Bonhannan.
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
Please order In advance. Phone Black
152. I. M. Astler.
Filed Horace C. Longwell
Suits
has filed a suit against the board of
county commissioners of Santa Fe
j county over some county coupons.
Going to Tesuque The Sophomore
I and
the Junior classes of the local
high school are going Saturday te
Tesuque to witness the Indian dance

there.
Probate Court in Session.! The pro- bate court, presided over by Probate
Judge Victor Ortega, is in session
this afternoon. The Victory estate and
other business will be discussed.
Bankruptcy Suit The creditors of
Abileno Garcia of Chamita, have filed
an application in the district court
asking that he be declared bankrupt,
His liabilities are estimated at $1,000.
There will be a
Big Game Tonight
fast game of basket ball at the Arm-- !
ory hall this evening at 7 o'clock between the High School and Company
IP. Admission will be free.
Fresh Eggs From Nearby Ranch
It is pretty hard to get good fresh
eggs, but I will furnish them fresh
'from my ranch thrice a week. Phone
your order to MacCalHster, Red 126,
three rings.
If You Have an Axe to Grind you
are invited to go into Wood-Davi- s
Hardware store. In their ad today
they not only dilate on axes, but the
best of everything in the hardware
;line.
Loses Souvenir Pen Knife. Justice
Jose Maria Garcia has lost a souvenir
pen knife with his name on one side
of the handle and the Grand Army
badge on the other. He offers a reward for its return.
Attractive Window of Salmon's.
Attention is called to the attractive
window at Salmon's store on San
Francisco street, showing a tasty display of quilts, blankets, and bed linen.
A handsome brass bedstead is in the
wax figure of
window with a
a person enjoying a siesta.
From 30 to 60 Decrees. That was
the range in temperature yesterday
and the average relative humidity was
only 40 per cent. The lowest temperature last night was 32 degrees and at
6 o'clock this morning it was 35 degrees. The day was clear and pleasant with a mean temperature of 5
degrees above the average.
Indian War Veterans Association.
Q. Adams Steteler of this city, who
In his young manhood served in the
army and protected the western frontier and helped to open to civilization
the western country, has lately been
admitted to membership in the National Indian War Veterans Association This organization is composed
States and Volunteer
of
soldiers, who in the early frontier

THE REXALL STORE

REXALL STORE

mEmswsemimwssmz

Costs Money to Keep the

Childrens in iihces
DON'T IT?
BUY THEM OF US AND SEE

IF YOU

DONT SAVE LOTS OF THAT, MONEY

i

WEARIG
LOOKING
COMFORT

i

;

life-lik- e

Cjinpg fnii

flu

lijflfcj

JOHN PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE

FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

j

IRRIGATION AND WATER RIGHTS.

(Continued hrom Page One.)

Winter is Coming

The wind is changing. The cold snap
is coming, and there is going to be a
wild rush for ladies' outer garments.
This stampede of bnsiness will shatter
our line of woolens it will sweep the
bestsellers aud most popular numbers
off the boards, AT LEAST TEMPO-RARILY- .
You'll do well to anticipate you rneeds
in a suit, coat, dress, skirt or cape by
looking over AMERICAN line today-Le- t
us take your order and your
sure to be pleased.
.

.

j
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i

i
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From Page One.)

will become the colleague of Senator
Shively also a Democrat.
Jt is conceded the Democratic state
ticket was elected by about 15,000.
Local Option in Florida.
Jacksonville, Nov. 10. With over
half the votes in the local optionists
have a majority of 2,841. Later returns probably will cut down the ma-

jority but the state is sure for local
option.

Shafroth is Elected.
Denver, Nov. 10. John F. Shafroth
govDemocrat, has been
ernor of Colorado by a plurality estimated as high as 15,000. He has carried Denver county by at least 12,000
and his party leaders claim that he
has also carried the outside counties
by at least 3.000.
Washington Republican.
Seattle, Nov. 10. So far as known
only one county in the state went
Democratic in the congressional election. The plurality of Republican supreme judgeship candidates is esti- his support.
mated at 40,000 as against 47,371 for James I. Hinkle opposed a motion
Taft in 1908. The most interesting by Malaquias Martinez to strike out
result of the election is the ratifica- Section 6, empowering the legislature
tion of the woman suffrage amend- to create drainage districts. He said
ment to the state constitution. The that in every neighborhood there is a
liquor business fared ill in yesterday's bad neighbor, a tightwad, a man who
election in Washington. Besides car-- ! expects that his property will be imrying the large cities of Bellingham1 proved free of cost by the improveand Everett and a dozen other towns ments made by his neighbor. While
in the northwestern counties the drys Section 6 is legislation, it is good
of Wenatchee, the county seat of Che-lan- legislation, and there should be no
county, doubled their former ma-- j doubt as to the right of the legislajority. Two new county seats were ture to provide for the condemnation
won from the saloons Mount Vernon of private property for this purpose
in Skagit county, and Shelton in Ma- land therefore no harm can ensue by
son county. The
League letting this section stand.
announces that all five of WashingCharles A. Spiess agreed with him
ton's new delegation In Congress are although the section may be wholly
pledged in writing, to vote for an unnecessary. It would act as a spur
amendment to the Interstate com- to the legislature. There are large
merce law which will forbid the carry- tracts in the Rio Grande valley that
ing of liquor from one state into as. may be reclaimed by drainage. He
other which has a law against such had looked up the law in Missouri and
importation.
thought it wise to retain the section,
Nevada Republican.
especially since it contained only
Carson City, Nev., Nov. 10. Eighty-seve- about twenty words and words are not
precincts out of 239 in Nevada dollars.
Mr. Martinez withdrew his motion
give for United States senator: Nixon,
Republican, 4,666 J Pittman, Democrat to strike out and Section. 6 was re"V
tained.
3,687.
California Republican.
The committee rose, reported to the
San Francisco, Nov. , 10. Late
convention, the report was adopted
do not materially alter the in- - and referred to the Committee on Re
fair-size- d

o

Anti-Saloo- n

n

vision.
Although It was noon, the'
motion of Jose D. Sena to go into1
committee of the whole again prevailed and the Article on Public Buildings was taken up. James I. Hinkle
was called to the chair and was applauded, and in a few minutes, after
Section 1 was stricken out, the remaining section was adopted and the com-

mittee rose again to report the convention which adopted its report.
A storm in a tea kettle was raised
by President Spiess stating that the
Medical Association desired the convention hall for a public lecture on
Friday evening.
E. S. Stover shouted: "The meeting
is to be in the interests of the Doctor's Trust."
Other delegates said that It is desired to hold an evening session so
as to get through with the work before them. The physicians request
was denied by a vote of 65 to 31, after
Jose D. Sena had offered the physicians the high school hall for their

re

NOVEMBER 10, 1910.

The convention went into committee of the whole to consider the report of the Committee on Constitutional Amendments. A. A. Sedillo
amidst applause took the chair. The
report on Taxation which was to have
been taken up was not quite ready on
account of a difference of opinion over
one of the sections.
The report of the Committee on
Constitutional Amendments
which
was unanimous and consisted of three
'
sections was received.
G. E. Moffett moved to amend Section 1, by substituting the words "a
majority," in place of "two thirds' of
each House of the legislature required to propose amendments to the
constitution. He said that the next few
years would reveal numerous little
in the constitution
discrepancies
which should be amended, but Section
1 will make this almost
impossible.
Opposition to amendments will be con
centrated in one House and is always
likely to succeed despite the wishes
of the people.
J. W. Childers said the delegates
had been elected by a majority vote,
ail future legislatures will be elected
by a majority vote and he said it
seemed strange that it should require
s
majority to amend the
constitution. He said It was a discourtesy to the people.
S. B. Davis, Jr., said the clause had
been modeled after the Texas constitution, a fact which ought to please
the last speaker.
The Moffett amendment, was reject-

meeting.
Some amusement was caused by A.
B. Fall asking what was meant by "bipartisan" In the clause providing for
boards to govern public
buildings and Institutions, and whether it would include such fellows as
had pledged themselves to the initiative and then gone back on it.
W. E. Garrison answered that it included those who joined every new
party that came along. Fall replied
that would give him a place on every
board.
A recess was then taken to this af- ed.
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Charles Springer and F. E. Wood
Afternoon Session.
offered amendments to Section 1.
on
committee
of
the
The report
These were under discussion as the
Corporations Is ready and will be pre- New Mexican went to press.
two-third-

sented at the first

opportunity

by"

port i7one that meeTs The demands
of the people and yet will not endan-- j
ger vested rights or prevent capital;
from pouring Into the new state. It is;
believed that the report will be gen- erally acceptable and will receive the
almost unanimous approval of the
convention as well as of the people.
will form one of the most progres- sive clauses of the constitution. In
its details it follows the outline pub- lished by the New Mexican recently
embodying a novel' arrangement that
will prevent such delays and litiga- which have made the actions of
commissions
in other
states inoperative. The corporation
commission provided will be elective
and will have powers ranging from
to rate
corporations
making for common carriers. It will
consist of three members and its de- cisions will go up to the supreme
court for review without delay wheth- er there is an appeal from them or
not, thus establishing a judicial pre- cedent by the highest court of the

'
"7
It was

3:20 p. m., when President
Spiess called the convention to order.
Jose D. Sena moved that the vote
refusing the use of the convention
hall to the physicians on Friday eve-- ,
ning be reconsidered.
A. B. Fall said he was in favor of

extending the courtesy but believed
the convention would have to and
should work on Friday evening.
E. S. Stover said he wanted the convention to get through with Its work
by Saturday of next week.
The convention by a vote of 46 to
34 refused to reconsider Its action of
this forenoon.
Chairman H. O. Bursums reported
for the Committee on Corporations.
J. L. Lawson presented a minority report.

Chairman Sylvestre Mlrabal presented the report on Public Lands.

"

SALMON WILL TURN
INTO

UAY- -

Nathan Solmon wln cnanSG niSM
into day" in his new residence on
Capitol Hill, thanks. to his judicious
investments in over $2,400 worth of
chandeliers of daring design and bril-I- t
Hant finish.
In the reception hall he will have a
chandelier the base of which is cut
half egg shell and surrounded by 18
electric lights. In the Interior of the
shell will be a dozen more lights mak-tio- n
ing this a miniature sun. For the
lor he will have a chandelier arranged
mle a cluster of Florida oranges and
with 22 lights. In the dining room
be a chandelier of handsome
nlgjlj wjtn a teries of Egyptian figures
on the cove" which will shed the
llgnt ln one Dig stream over the table,
In the bed rooms wIH be Egyptian
lighting flxtures with 5 to 20 electric
u
each There win also be a tele.
phone and electrlc beii ln every room,
on full
are
man- blast" Mr. Salmon expects his
.
. .
resem
Mf
a
as
one
the'Thousand and
"ball of fire", so brilliantly will every
cut glass
room be illuminated the
trimmings adding many candle power
by reflection.
Mr. Salmon said today that he ex-pe ts his new residence to be ready
for occupancy January 1, 1911.

J

WEST POINT CADETS
PUNISHED

FOR "SILENCING."

West Point, Nov. 10. The entire
first class of West Point cadets, 85 in
number, have been deprived of their
Christmas leaves of absence for participation in the "silencing" of Captain
Rufus Longan, instructor in military
tactics last September. If the cadets
hang up socks and eat turkey therefore, it will be in their barracks.

looking for your interest 'while you sleep,

We

There are warm days in Winter,
Cool days in Summer.
But one thing is certain-Win-ter
is Coming.

mea-sure--you'-

2 as proposed would leave the
legislature free to act as to under-ground waters and that this is the!
better policy.
The amendment was rejected.
C. R. Brice moved a substitute for
Section 2, which he said embodied the
words of the statute and these have
been passed on judicially and should
not be changed.
Charles Springer moved to reject
the substitute saying that he liked to
agree with his friend, Mr. Brice, for
Mr. Brice is often right In his statements but in this case his statement
that the substitute states the law Is
wrong. It raises a new question while
the section as reported embodies the
constitutional provision on this point
in most western state constitutions.
E. S. Stover said that this is a very
Important subject to the people of
the Rio Grande valley. He asked for
a definition of the term "natural
stream" and how far the courts have
passed on that question. The Water
Company at Albuuerque Is reaching
out its arms almost every day on account of the increased appropriation
of water in and around the city.
Ranches in that section are depending
more and more on underground waters
and will do so in the future. The
people will soon no longer depend
on the mayor domo but will push an
electric button and turn on the stream.
He said that he knows by experience
that a
pump can exhaust the
underground waters and deprive the
little ranch man of his water. If domestic use is to be the highest use,
then this water company can rob the
small ranch owner of the means for

tion

MAJORITY TWELVE IN SENATE,

With something new every day.

1

30,-00-

grand-daughte- r,

(Continued

THURSDAY,

dicated plurality for the entire Republican state ticket of from 20,000 to
A long ballot complicated by a
number of constitutional amendments
and proposals, has greatly delayed the
count, and but little more than one--:
half of the total precinct returns
have come up.
Delaware Republican.
Wilmington, Del., Nov. 10. Returns
show that the next legislature will,
be composed of thirty-on- e
Republl-- j
cans and twenty-on- e
Democrats. Unit-- 1
ed States Senator Dupont, Republican,
will be elected.

j

!

THE

of

M. Victory, Ex-

MONEY TO LOAN Must be placed
Joseph B. Hayward,
immediately.
Room No. 19, Catron Block.
Santa Fe Lunch Counter Inside
the saloon, "Our Place." All kinds of
sandwiches and lunches served. P. B.

Oranges Lemons, Apples, Bananas Grapes

.

law

John P. Victory. Mary
ecutrix.

days fought back the Indians step by
step, making it possible for hundreds
of thousands of inhabitants to now
enjoy what was gained by their struggles, hardships and sacrifices in the
early Frontier days.
The Time to Meke Mince Meat and
fruit cake is here, and H. S. Kaune
& Co are calling attention to their
pure, fresh, 1910 stock of everything
you need to make these delicacies.
to
They are also calling attention
many other things seasonable and desirable and if you read the ad in this
issue, you will have no need to go
hungry.
Mrs. Ooloritas P. Alire Dead Mrs.
Doloritas P. Alire died of old age last
night at the home of her
Mrs. Antonio Ortiz y Gonzales on
Canon Road. She was 82 years of age.
Surviving her are three sons, Joaquin,
Andres and Roman Alire. The funeral will take place tomorrow morning
from the Cathedral where services will
be held at 7 o'clock. Interment will
be made in Rosario cemetery.
Will be in Court House. It was decided this afternoon to hold the lecture of Dr. McCormack in the court
house at 8 p. m. tomorrow as the capital can not be had for that purpose.

M

Guarantee

every garment to be absolute fit or you
do not take it. We also guarantee the
highest workmanship at same price as
ready to wear garment. This department has grown 1 00 per cent since a
year ago and we intend to carry it to
the top notch. We guarantee delivery
in 14 days or we will forfeit 10 per
cent of its value if we do not make
delivery on that date.
WE MEAN BUSINESS AND NOTHING
ELSE WILL TAKS ITS PLACE.

